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Abstract—Many EDA applications are extremely sparse, irregular, and control-flow intensive. Parallelizing this type of application can benefit from the ability to express dynamic task parallelism across arbitrary decision-making points at runtime. Unlike the traditional construct-and-run models, dynamic task parallelism offers programmers great flexibility to parallelize EDA algorithms that incorporate complex execution logic under dynamic control flow, such as branch-and-bound techniques, on-the-fly pruning, and recursive decomposition strategies. In this paper, we introduce a new programming model that supports the dynamic building of a computational task graph. We will cover scheduling details and best practices for exploring task parallelism under dynamic control flow. We will present a real use case of our model that has successfully parallelized a static timing analysis workload.

Index Terms—Dynamic task graph, task parallelism

I. Introduction

Task graph programming (TGP) has inspired many new parallel and heterogeneous electronic design automation (EDA) algorithms [1]–[21] and large-scale machine learning problems [22]–[28]. Different from traditional loop-based models that explore parallelism across parallel loops, TGP formulates a workload as a task graph that models a function call as a task and a functional dependency as an edge. Figure 1(a) gives a task graph example of four tasks and four dependencies. By leveraging TGP, applications can enable top-down optimization to implement irregular parallel decomposition strategies that consist of many tasks and dependencies. Then, a TGP runtime can scale these dependent tasks across a large number of processors with dynamic load balancing [29]. As a result, the parallel computing community has yielded many successful TGP in various application domains, such as OpenMP [30], Kokkos-DAG [31], PaRSEC [32], [33], OpenCilk [34], [35], HPX [36], Taskflow [37]–[41], and Fastflow [42].

Typically, TGP is categorized to two types: static task graph programming (STGP) and dynamic task graph programming (DTGP). In STGP, applications define the task graph first and submit it to an STGP runtime for execution, as shown in Figure 1(b). Since the graph structure is known in advance, the runtime can perform whole-graph optimization. On the other hand, DTGP defines the task graph structure dynamically. Tasks and dependencies are created on the fly depending on runtime variables and control-flow results, allowing the task creation time to overlap with the task execution time (see Figure 1(c)). Thus, DTGP is often more flexible than STGP when dealing with many EDA algorithms that frequently incorporate dynamic control flow to implement irregular parallel decomposition strategies.

Fig. 1: An illustration of the execution diagram of a task graph. White blocks denote the task creation and gray rectangles denote the task execution. Edges refer to the dependencies. (a) A task graph. (b) The execution diagram of STGP. (c) The execution diagram of DTGP.

int main(){
    Executor executor;
    auto[A, fu_A]= executor.dependent_async([](){
        printf("Task A\n");
    });
    auto[B, fu_B]= executor.dependent_async([](){
        printf("Task B\n");
    }, A);
    auto[C, fu_C]= executor.dependent_async([](){
        printf("Task C\n");
    }, A);
    auto[D, fu_D]= executor.dependent_async([](){
        printf("Task D\n");
    }, B, C);
    fu_D.get(); // wait until D finishes
}

Listing 1: AsyncTask implementation of Figure 1(a).

In this paper, we introduce a new DTGP library called AsyncTask to assist EDA applications in quickly leveraging the power of DTGP. Compared to existing DTGP libraries, such as OpenMP [30] and PaRSEC [32], [33], AsyncTask
is more expressive and transparent. For example, Listing 1 demonstrates the AsyncTask code for Figure 1(a). The code explains itself through a clean graph description language. The program creates a task graph of four tasks, A, B, C, and D. The dependency constraints state that task A runs before task B and task C, and task D runs after task B and task C. We summarize our contributions as follows.

- **Programming Model.** We present a simple and efficient dynamic task graph programming model. Our programming model provides a clear graph description language for applications to easily and quickly describe dynamic task graph parallelism. The expressiveness of our model improves programmer’s productivity when coding large and complex task graphs for EDA applications.

- **Task Scheduling Algorithm.** We present an efficient task scheduling algorithm to support our programming model. Unlike existing solutions that mostly count on heavy mutexes to schedule dependent tasks [30], [32], [33], we only use lightweight atomic counters to resolve dependencies between tasks, enabling a more efficient task scheduling algorithm.

We have evaluated AsyncTask on a real-world static timing analysis application. Compared with the widely-used OpenMP [30] library, AsyncTask achieves a significant speed-up of 3.41 × on a large design of 420K tasks and 530K dependencies.

### II. RELATED WORKS AND THEIR LIMITATIONS

Mainstream DTGP libraries used by EDA applications include OpenMP [30], PaRSEC [32], [33], and OpenCilk [34], [35]. In this section, we discuss their implementations of Figure 1(a) and compare them with AsyncTask (Listing 1). Then, we discuss their scheduling algorithms and highlight their limitations.

#### A. OpenMP

OpenMP is a popular library that simplifies the development of parallel applications by adding parallelism to existing serial code through the use of compiler directives, pragmas, and runtime library routines. To implement Figure 1(a), OpenMP uses #pragma omp task construct to define a task and depend clause to specify that task’s dependencies. Since OpenMP relies on a task’s input and output data to describe a task’s dependencies, applications need a data storage to store the data of every task. Listing 1 demonstrates the OpenMP implementation. Applications define a dynamic array dependency to store the execution results of the four tasks in the A-B-C-D order. Then applications use the entries in dependency as the inputs and outputs for a task. For example, applications use #pragma omp task to create task D and specify D’s inputs to be dependency[1] (i.e., B’s output) and dependency[2] (i.e., C’s output), and output to be dependency[3] in the dependend clause with in or out flags. To schedule tasks, OpenMP implements a lock-based hash table, in which the key of each entry is the address of a task’s input or output data, and the value of that entry is a list of tasks accessing that address. As scheduling tasks require frequent accessing and updating the hash table, the overhead of using mutexes is heavy and can impact the overall runtime performance when running large and complex task graphs with multiple threads.

```c
int main(){
    int *dependency = new int[4];
    #pragma omp parallel
    {
        #pragma omp single
        {
            #pragma omp task depend(in: dependency[0])
            {
                printf("Task A\n");
            }
            #pragma omp task depend(in: dependency[0])
            {
                printf("Task B\n");
            }
            #pragma omp task depend(in: dependency[0])
            {
                printf("Task C\n");
            }
            #pragma omp task depend(in: dependency[1], dependency[2])
            {
                printf("Task D\n");
            }
        }
        delete[] dependency;
    }
}
```

Listing 2: OpenMP implementation of Figure 1(a).

#### B. PaRSEC

PaRSEC is a task-based runtime for distributed system. It leverages Domain Specific Languages (DSL) in its dataflow model to implement applications. To program a PaRSEC implementation, applications need the following steps: 1) Initialize a Message Passing Interface (MPI) engine as PaRSEC is a runtime for distributed system. 2) Define an application data structure using PaRSEC memory allocator to correctly build up the dependencies between tasks. 3) Initialize a PaRSEC taskpool to execute the tasks. 4) Define PaRSEC tasks and their function definitions. We simplify some implementation details to save more space and do our best to keep the implementation as real as possible. For instance, the original API of creating task D in Figure 1(a) needs 15 arguments and we simplify those to 8 arguments. Listing 3 implements the PaRSEC code for Figure 1(a). Applications first define a MPI engine, an application data structure dependency, and a PaRSEC taskpool. Since PaRSEC specifies dependencies through a task’s input and output data as OpenMP does, the data structure dependency is used to store the computation results of the four tasks in the A-B-C-D order. Next, applications create tasks using the parsec_dtd_insert_task API. The arguments of the API include the task’s function label, the task’s input and output data, and an end-of-argument PARSEC_DTD_ARG_END flag. The task’s inputs (flagged with INPUT) and outputs (flagged with OUTPUT) are referenced using tile_of_key together with the corresponding index in dependency. For the individual task’s function definition, applications unpack the arguments in the exact order as they are specified in parsec_dtd_insert_task. For example, applications specify task D’s two inputs (indexed
1 and 2 at dependency) in parsec_dtd_insert_task first and then one output (indexed 3 at dependency). Applications must obey the order to unpack them using unpack_args. To mark the end of a function definition, applications need to use the PARSEC_HOOK_RETURN_DONE flag. The task scheduling algorithm of PaRSEC is similar to OpenMP’s design. Both of them rely on a lock-based hash table to manage the dependencies between tasks. The main difference is that PaRSEC additionally considers where to execute tasks that are created at a remote machine.

```
int A(parsec_task_t *this_task) {
  int *out;
  unpack_args(this_task, &out);
  printf("Task A\n");
  return PARSEC_HOOK_RETURN_DONE;
}

int B(parsec_task_t *this_task) {
  int *in, *out;
  unpack_args(this_task, &in, &out);
  printf("Task B\n");
  return PARSEC_HOOK_RETURN_DONE;
}

int C(parsec_task_t *this_task) {
  int *in, *out;
  unpack_args(this_task, &in, &out);
  printf("Task C\n");
  return PARSEC_HOOK_RETURN_DONE;
}

int D(parsec_task_t *this_task) {
  int *in1, *in2, *out;
  unpack_args(this_task, &in1, &in2, &out);
  printf("Task D\n");
  return PARSEC_HOOK_RETURN_DONE;
}

int main() {
  // 1. Initialize MPI
  // 2. Initialize application data, dependency
  parsec_dtd_insert_task(A,
    tile_of_key(dependency, 0), INPUT, PARSEC_DTD_ARG_END);
  parsec_dtd_insert_task(B, 
    tile_of_key(dependency, 0), INPUT, tile_of_key(dependency, 1), OUTPUT, PARSEC_DTD_ARG_END);
  parsec_dtd_insert_task(C, 
    tile_of_key(dependency, 0), INPUT, tile_of_key(dependency, 2), OUTPUT, PARSEC_DTD_ARG_END);
  parsec_dtd_insert_task(D, 
    tile_of_key(dependency, 1), INPUT, tile_of_key(dependency, 2), INPUT, tile_of_key(dependency, 3), OUTPUT, PARSEC_DTD_ARG_END);
  parsec_taskpool_wait();
}
```

Listing 3: PaRSEC implementation of Figure 1(a).

C. OpenCilk

OpenCilk is a software infrastructure for task-parallel programming. A typical OpenCilk code is to spawn threads for tasks’ operations and explicitly join threads for synchronization. Listing 4 demonstrates OpenCilk implementation of Figure 1(a). Applications spawn a thread to run A using the cilk_spawn directive, and explicitly join the thread to finish A’s execution using cilk_sync, ensuring the completion of A. The same pattern applies to task B, C, and D as well. As OpenCilk uses explicit synchronization directives to manage dependencies between tasks, the task scheduling algorithm is to wake up a thread from its thread pool to do a task’s operation, and release that thread to the thread pool. When reaching the synchronization directives, the program execution halts until all threads finish and return to the thread pool.

```
void A() { printf("Task A\n"); }
void B() { printf("Task B\n"); }
void C() { printf("Task C\n"); }
void D() { printf("Task D\n"); }
int main() {
  cilk_spawn A();
  cilk_sync;
  cilk_spawn B();
  cilk_sync;
  cilk_spawn C();
  cilk_sync;
  cilk_spawn D();
  cilk_sync;
}
```

Listing 4: OpenCilk implementation of Figure 1(a).

D. Limitations of Existing DTGP Libraries

Although OpenMP, PaRSEC, and OpenCilk have been used in many applications, we find several limitations of using them for DTGP: 1) Describing a task’s dependencies through that task’s input and output data is not expressive. Applications need to figure out the dataflow between two tasks to represent the task dependency, which is an indirect description and could reduce the code readability. 2) Programming a large task graph is very verbose. Applications have to explicitly indicate a task’s input and output data, such as using in and out in OpenMP or INPUT and OUTPUT in PaRSEC. For PaRSEC users, they have to additionally write PARSEC_DTD_ARG_END to denote the end of input arguments and PARSEC_HOOK_RETURN_DONE to indicate the end of function definition. 3) Relying on a lock-based hash table to schedule tasks is not efficient. Their runtimes have to acquire a mutex when accessing the hash table, which introduces non-negligible lock overheads especially when running with multiple threads to schedule a complex task graph.

Because of the above limitations, we have arrived at a conclusion that we need a new DTGP library that provides an expressive programming model to simplify the building of dynamic task graph parallelism. Additionally, we need an efficient task scheduling algorithm to support the programming model without much synchronization overhead.

III. AsyncTask

At a high level, AsyncTask enables an efficient implementation of irregular parallel decomposition strategies through a top-down dynamic task graph. We provide an expressive programming model for applications to describe the task graphs easily. We also introduce a task scheduling algorithm...
to support our programming model with only atomic counters to reduce the overhead of managing the dependencies between tasks.

A. Dynamic Task Graph Programming Model

To enable expressive DTGP, we directly specify a task’s dependencies with its dependent tasks without describing the dependencies through the task’s input and output data. Our programming model provides a simple interface dependent_async for applications to create tasks easily. Applications specify a lambda to encapsulate a task’s operation followed by a list of dependent tasks in the input arguments. dependent_async will return a pair consisting of an instantiated task object and a future object which holds the execution result of that task.

Listing 1 exemplifies the code of Figure 1(a) using dependent_async. We define an executor which is a thread-safe object that manages a set of worker threads and executes our tasks. We create four tasks, A, B, C, and D. Every task defines its own lambda as the first argument followed by a list of dependent tasks. The dependent tasks must be created before the current task. For instance, task B defines its operation to print a string in the lambda and specifies one dependent task A which is created before B. Upon returning from dependent_async, we obtain a pair consisting of an instantiated task object and a future object holding the execution result of that task. After constructing all tasks, we call fu_D.get to wait for task D to finish. As we construct tasks in the order A-B-C-D, the completion of D in turns means that all the other tasks have finished their executions.

This programming model is simple and expressive. Applications only need to write a callable (or lambda) and a list of dependent tasks to create a task. There is no extra flag needed, such as in and out in OpenMP or INPUT, OUTPUT, PARSEC_DTD_ARG_END, and PARSEC_HOOK_RETURN_DONE in PaRSEC. Without these flags, our AsyncTask implementation is easy to read and debug, enabling EDA developer’s high productivity when programming large and complex task graphs.

B. Algorithm

To support our programming model, we design a new task scheduling algorithm, as illustrated in Figure 2. After applications call dependent_async to create a task, the executor checks if the new task has any dependent tasks. If yes, AsyncTask builds up the dependencies between the new task and each one of its dependent tasks (denoted with 1), and then the new task waits until all of its dependents finish executions (denoted with 2). Otherwise, AsyncTask directly executes the new task (denoted with 3). Next, we dive into the three parts in more details.

1. Building up the dependencies. If a new task has any dependent tasks, we need to build up the dependencies between the new task and each one of its dependent tasks. (see 1 in Figure 2). In AsyncTask, we express every dependency with the new task presenting in the successor list of every dependent task. Assigning every task a successor list and representing dependencies using successor lists simplifies our design when it comes to resolving a dependency. For example, for the task graph in Figure 1(a), both task B and C have task A as the dependent task, and A’s successor list would have two successor tasks B and C. When A finishes, AsyncTask can quickly resolve the dependencies by directly checking A’s successor list rather than iterating every existing task to see what dependency to resolve. To safely and successfully add tasks into a dependent task’s successor list, there are two concerns. First, when an executor adds tasks into a dependent task’s successor list, we need to ensure that dependent task is alive. Since every task is an instantiated task object, it will be destroyed and returned to the operating system after it finishes the execution. To avoid adding tasks in an empty task object’s successor list (see Figure 3(a)), we leverage the logic C++ smart pointer std::shared_ptr to retain shared ownership of a task between the main thread and the executor, ensuring that task remains alive throughout the entire program (see Figure 3(b)). When a worker thread finishes a task’s execution, it will remove the task from the executor, decrementing the number of shared owners by one. If that counter reaches zero, the task is then destroyed.

Second, we need to protect every successor list from data race as multiple threads can add tasks in a successor list simultaneously. To avoid data race, we assign every task an atomic variable to protect its own successor list. Every atomic variable has three states FINISHED, UNFINISHED, and LOCKED. FINISHED denotes a task completion, UNFINISHED denotes an ongoing execution of a task, and LOCKED denotes that another task is adding itself to the successor list of the current task. Figure 4 visualizes how a three-state atomic variable can protect a successor list from data race. In (a), assume A has finished its execution and its
Compare and swap

Executing a task and resolve dependencies. To achieve this, a task iterates its successor list, trying to add itself to A’s successor list solely, as illustrated in (c). After B finishes the adding, B changes A’s state back to UNFINISHED, and the whole process repeats for C.

Waiting for dependent tasks to finish. After AsyncTask successfully creates a new task and builds up its dependencies, the next step for the new task is to wait for its dependent tasks to finish (see 2 in Figure 2). To achieve this, we assign every task an atomic counter to keep track of the number of its unfinished dependent tasks. The initial value is the number of dependent tasks specified in the CAS operation in order to add itself in A’s successor list. In (a), task B’s initial atomic counter is one and it is performing the CAS operation on B’s successor list. In (b), task B successfully added itself in A’s successor list. In (c), task A finishes the execution and decreases the atomic counter of its successor B by one. Task B now has the atomic counter equal to zero and is ready to execute. We refer the atomic counter to join counter later and would use them interchangeably in the paper.

4 Executing a task and resolve dependencies. Async-Task executes a task when a task has no dependent task or all of its dependent tasks have finished their executions(see 3 in Figure 2). When a task finishes the execution, we need to resolve the associated dependencies between it and all of its successor tasks. To achieve this, a task iterates its successor list and decrease the atomic counter of every successor by one. Figure 6 visualizes how a task resolves the associated dependencies after it finishes the execution. In (a), task A finishes the execution, iterates its successor list, and decrease the atomic counter of B and C by one. Now, B and C have zero join counter and are ready to execute. In (b), B and C have finished the execution and both decrement D’s join counter by one. D has zero join counter and is ready to execute.

C. Pseudocode

In this section, we implement the flowchart in Figure 2 based on the design overview presented in the previous
Algorithm 1 dependent_async(callable, deps)

1: Create a future
2: num_deps ← sizeof(deps)
3: task ← initialize_task(callable, num_deps, future)
4: for all dep ∈ deps do
5:   process_dependent(task, dep, num_deps)
6: end for
7: if num_deps == 0 then
8:   schedule_async_task(task)
9: end if
10: return (task, future)

Algorithm 2 process_dependent(task, dep, num_deps)

1: dep_state ← dep.state
2: target_state ← UNFINISHED
3: if dep_state.CAS(target_state, LOCKED) then
4:   dep.successors.push(task)
5:   dep_state ← UNFINISHED
6: else if Target_state == FINISHED then
7:   num_deps ← AtomDec(task.join_counter)
8: else
9:   goto line 2
10: end if

Algorithm 3 schedule_async_task(task)

1: target_state ← UNFINISHED
2: while not task.state.CAS(target_state, FINISHED) do
3:   target_state ← UNFINISHED
4: end while
5: Invoke(task.callable)
6: for all successor ∈ task.successors do
7:   if AtomDec(successor.join_counter) == 0 then
8:     schedule_async_task(successor)
9: end if
10: end for
11: if AtomDec(task.ref_count) == 0 then
12:   Delete task
13: end if

IV. Case Study in Static Timing Analysis

We implemented AsyncTask using C++20 and evaluated its performance on an industrial static timing analysis (STA) application [1], [2] that leverages task graph parallelism to parallelize graph-based analysis (GBA). We consider the state-of-the-art open-source STA engine, OpenTimer [43], as our experimental environment. OpenTimer formulates the
GBA algorithm into a task graph and schedules dependent tasks across many heterogeneous cores for parallel execution. The task graph represents the circuit graph itself and can contain millions of tasks for large designs. Each task computes the required timing information at its corresponding node in the circuit graph (e.g., slew, delay, arrival time), while each edge represents a dependency between two tasks. Table I lists the statistics of the three circuits we use. \( |V| \) denotes the number of the tasks in a circuit and \( |E| \) denotes the number of the edges.

We compiled programs using Clang++17 with -std=c++20 and -O3 enabled. We ran all the experiments on a Centos Stream 8 machine with 8 Intel i7-9700K CPU at 3.60GHz and 32 GB RAM. All data is an average of ten runs. The implementation of AsyncTask is available in the Taskflow project [37].

A. Baseline

Given the large number of parallel libraries, it is impractical to compare AsyncTask with all of them. We consider OpenMP [30] as the baseline because it is a mainstream DTGP library that has been widely employed by many EDA applications. Compared with other existing DTGP libraries, OpenMP allows applications to more flexibly define task dependencies using directive-based programming (e.g., range iterator clauses).

B. Performance Comparison

Figure 7 compares the memory and runtime between AsyncTask and OpenMP with up to 16 threads for completing the analysis of the three circuits. In terms of memory usage, we see that OpenMP consistently consumes more memory than AsyncTask in all cases. This is because OpenMP implements a global lock-based hash table to track tasks and their dependencies. The key of each entry in the table is the memory address of a task’s input or output data and the value is the tasks that access the corresponding memory address. The number of entries in the table grows in proportion to the edge counts. On the other hand, AsyncTask does not need a global data structure but assigns each task a successor list, which can largely reduce the overhead of lock access.

Regarding runtime performance, AsyncTask outperforms OpenMP in all cases. For example, AsyncTask is 3.19×, 3.19×, and 3.41× faster than OpenMP at 16 threads for \( wb \_dma \), \( tv80 \), and \( ac97 \_ctrl \), respectively. The reason for the runtime difference comes from the design that OpenMP needs mutexes to access its global hash table in order to resolve dependencies between tasks. However, AsyncTask only uses lightweight atomic counters to resolve task dependencies.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a new DTGP library called AsyncTask to support the programming of dynamic task graph parallelism. AsyncTask has introduced a new expressive programming model supported by an efficient scheduling algorithm. We have also presented a real use case in static timing analysis and demonstrated the promising performance of AsyncTask over a mainstream DTGP library, OpenMP. AsyncTask has been integrated into the open-source Taskflow project. Future work will focus on applying AsyncTask to other EDA applications, such as distributed computing [44]–[47], macro modeling [48], and path-based analysis [49]–[53].
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TABLE I: Task (\( |V| \)) and edge (\( |E| \)) counts of three circuits.

| Circuits | \( |V| \) | \( |E| \) | \( |V| + |E| \) |
|----------|--------|--------|----------|
| \( wb \_dma \) | 13125  | 16593  | 29718    |
| \( tv80 \)  | 17038  | 23087  | 40125    |
| \( ac97 \_ctrl \) | 42438  | 53558  | 95996    |